
Caring For Your Willow Tree
WILLOWS FOR WEST K

What are Willows for West K?
Willows for West K is a project from two grade 10 and 11 students who thought it

would be a great idea to share their love for the environment and outdoors in
developing a tree planting experience for students, by gifting a tree to each graduate.
These Willows were cut and grown from one of the students' backyards and brought in
to plant and take care of until they were sent to the grads of 2022!
Here is a care sheet of how to continue to take care and hopefully replant to watch your
Willow tree grow into a beautiful tree as it grows along beside you.

Willow Care:

Lighting
● Choose a sunny spot or at least one with partial sun, since white willows don’t do

well in deep shade.

Wildlife
● These willows attract wildlife. Many different animals use the spreading

branches for cover. They also provide food for caterpillars of different moth
species including the puss moth, willow ermine, and red underwing. The catkins
provide bees and other insects with early spring nectar and pollen.

Watering
● Water the Willow a lot as it is establishing itself and then letting it fend for itself

only applies here if your tree is placed in the best position. It would help if you
placed it in a location that gets a lot of water naturally. Placing a white willow
alongside a rain garden is a perfect spot.

● Water every 3rd or 2nd day. Whenever the soil looks dry.
● Keep soil moist.



Problems
● Most insects are just nuisances and do not cause any real issues. The most

common pests you will see are aphids, scale, borers, and lace bugs. These do not
cause any real risk, and you carefully consider chemical solutions as a solution as
your tree is an important host to some butterfly species.

● Anthracnose, crown gall, black canker, and blight, are diseases that affect the
white willow,they can only cause issues if left lingering. But, if trees are kept
sanitary and sheers or tools are regularly cleaned these insects/diseases can be
avoided.
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